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Abstract. The present study aimed to discover whether there was a difference in the 

amount of voltage between liquid bilimbi and fresh bilimbi fruit as an alternative energy 

source. The research samples were 100 grams of fresh bilimbi and 100 grams of liquid 

bilimbi. The samples were connected to a multimeter through zinc plate and copper plate 

using a crocodile clip cable. After connected, the voltage measurement of the bilimbi was 

carried out five times in order to obtain accurate data. The collected data were averaged, 

and the difference between the two samples was calculated. The results showed that the 

average amount of voltage from liquid bilimbi was 0.72 V while the average amount of 

voltage from fresh bilimbi was 1.42 V. Thus, the difference between the two forms of 

bilimbi was 0.7 V. In conclusion, there was a difference in the amount of voltage produced 

by liquid bilimbi and fresh bilimbi fruit as an alternative energy source in which fresh 

bilimbi fruit had a higher amount of voltage than the liquid bilimbi. 
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1 Introduction 

Human needs for energy keep increasing. The existing energy source, therefore, should be 

increased to meet human needs for energy [1-3]. One of the most needed energy sources by 

humans is electricity [4-7]. States that electricity is considered as highly required energy in the 

modern era. Electricity has an important role in life because it is the main energy source in 

every activity in households and industries. Furthermore, the rapid growth of population also led 

to an increase in energy needs which has become a problem for the community because it leads 

to the high price of electricity and high industrial costs. 

Therefore, previous studies have been conducted to find alternative energy sources that can be 

used as an electrical energy source. One of the previous studies was conducted by [8] examining 

the relationship between the strength of the electric current and the acidity of oranges and 
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mangoes. The study found that the relationship between the strength of the electric current and 

the acidity of oranges and mangoes was inversely proportional. In other words, smaller pH 

value in the fruit (the mode acidic the fruit) resulted in greater electric current strength. Another 

study was conducted by [1] regarding the preparation of bio-batteries from durian skin. The 

findings showed that durian skin waste has the potential to be an environmentally friendly bio-

batteries in which the voltage generated will be greater if the mixture concentration is added. 

In addition, [9] studied the composition of seawater and sea sand which can be used as an 

alternative source of electrical energy. The study found that there was electrical voltage in the 

mixture of sea sand and seawater with a certain composition. After measuring using a 

multimeter, the result showed that a greater mass of seawater resulted in greater voltage 

produced. 

Based on these studies, researchers would like to find another alternative energy source which is 

useful as a source of electricity by utilizing materials in the environment. One of the materials 

that can be used as an alternative electrical energy source is Averrhoa bilimbi (locally known as 

belimbing wuluh).  In general, bilimbi is used as sunti acid and as a complement for cooking 

[10-11]. The abundant amount of bilimbi can be used as a source of electrical energy [12-15]. 

Previously, [16] has shown that there is energy in Galvanic cells in bilimbi extracts. Galvanic 

cells are cells that produce electric current consisting of cathode, anode, and electrolyte 

components. In addition to bilimbi extracts, bilimbi which has not been extracted can also be 

used as an energy source. However, the difference between the voltage generated by bilimbi 

fruit and its extracts has not investigated yet. 

Based on the description above, the present research aimed to find whether there was a 

difference in the amount of voltage produced by liquid bilimbi and fresh bilimbi fruit. This 

study was expected to provide an overview to the community about which form of bilimbi more 

effective as an alternative electrical energy source was. Therefore, researchers were interested in 

find out difference in the amount of voltage produced by liquid bilimbi and bilimbi fruit which 

have not been mashed. 

This study aimed to find the difference in the amount of voltage produced by bilimbi extracts 

and bilimbi fruit which have not been mashed as an alternative energy source. 

2 Materials and Methods 

This research was conducted at the Third Floor of the Physics Laboratory in FKIP Unsyiah on 

Wednesday, 18
th
 October 2017. The method in this study was an experimental method in order 

to find the voltage generated by liquid bilimbi and solid bilimbi. Tools and materials used in the 

study were liquid bilimbi, fresh bilimbi fruit, multimeter, zinc plate (Zn), copper plate (Cu), 

crocodile clip cable, scale, and containers. Data of liquid bilimbi was collected by inserting zinc 
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(Zn) and copper (Cu) plates on the right and left sides of the container containing the liquid 

bilimbi. The two plates were connected by a multimeter using crocodile clip cable. The 

measured voltage in the multimeter was recorded. The measurement was repeated five times. To 

collect data of solid bilimbi fruit, 100 g of bilimbi fruits were arranged in a row (7 bilimbi fruits 

= 100 g). Then, bilimbi fruits were assembled with zinc (Zn) and copper (Cu) plates on both 

sides of bilimbi so that all fruits were connected as one unit. After that, the zinc and copper 

plates were attached to the multimeter, and the amount of voltage produced was calculated. The 

voltage measurement was repeated five times. 

3 Result and Discussion 

3.1 Research Results 

 After the experiment was conducted, the data obtained are as follows: 

Table 1. Measurement data on the amount of voltage produced by liquid and solid bilimbi 

(mass = 100 grams) 

No Name and form of substance  
Voltage (Volt) 

I II III IV V 

1 Liquid bilimbi 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 

2 Solid bilimbi 1.43 1.41 1.41 1.42 1.44 

   Source : Physics Laboratory of FKIP, 2017 

Once calculated, the average voltage of 100 g of liquid bilimbi was: 

 ̅  
                          

 
        

For 100 g of solid bilimbi, the average voltage was: 

 ̅  
                          

 
        

Thus, the difference in the amount of voltage was: 

                                      1.42 volt – 0.72 volt = 0.7 volt.                                                   

3.2 Discussion 

Based on the calculation results, the average voltage of the liquid bilimbi was 0.72 V with a 

scale limit of 20 V on the multimeter. On the other hand, the average voltage of the solid bilimbi 

was 1.42 V with a scale limit of 20 V on the multimeter. The results showed a difference in the 

amount of voltage produced from the two forms of bilimbi. The liquid bilimbi produced a 

smaller voltage than the solid bilimbi for a mass of 100 g each. 
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The process applied in this study was in accordance with the process of Galvanic cells or voltaic 

cells in which the cell consists of components in the form of electrodes and electrolytes. If there 

are two different electrodes placed on the electrolyte, Galvanic cells can produce electrical 

energy. The electrical energy produced by these chemical reactions arises spontaneously. The 

electrical energy arises because the two electrodes are placed in the same container and 

connected to a multimeter aims to calculate the electrical voltage which occurs. The electrons 

will finally flow through the outer circuit to the cathode and move to a substance in the 

electrolyte, so the substance that receives electrons will experience reduction. In the electrolyte 

(inner circuit), the load will be carried by the cation to the cathode and by the anion to the 

anode. This reaction will occur repeatedly which then generate electrical energy [8]. 

Based on that process, the process occurs in the present study can be explained. The electrolytes 

used in this study were liquid bilimbi and fresh bilimbi fruit whereas the electrodes in the 

reaction were copper and zinc. Copper acted as a cathode which was a place for reduction while 

zinc acted as an anode which was a place of oxidation. Copper and zinc were placed in a 

container containing the same electrolyte and were connected to a multimeter. After connected, 

a chemical reaction occurred spontaneously. This is because electrons flew towards the copper 

and moved towards the electrolyte so that the substance experienced reduction. In the 

electrolyte, the load was transported by cation to copper and by anion to zinc. The repeated 

chemical reaction would eventually lead to electrical energy. It can be seen in the multimeter 

which shows the value of 1.42 V when the electrolyte was bilimbi fruit and 0.72 V when the 

electrolyte was liquid bilimbi. This voltage can be used as an alternative energy source applied 

to various equipment which is useful for human needs. 

In a previous study by [16] about Galvanic cells from bilimbi, the results indicated that a 

Galvanic cell system can produce electric voltage and current of 0.72 V and 0.29 mA for liquid 

bilimbi, respectively. The same results were also found in the present research. The present 

research was carried out to determine the amount of voltage in fresh bilimbi fruit. The findings 

showed that fresh bilimbi fruit produced higher voltage with 1.42 V than liquid bilimbi with 

0.72 V. The amount of voltage produced by fresh bilimbi fruit is two times greater than that of 

liquid bilimbi. 

The difference in the amount of voltage that occurs is due to the distance of solid bilimbi 

substance molecules is denser than that of the liquid bilimbi. It means that smaller distance ® 

will result in greater electric force (F) produced, and vice versa (Coulomb’s Law). 

The utilization of alternative energy source derived from bilimbi fruit is useful for our country 

which experiences an energy crisis, especially electricity. As our country has abundant natural 

resources, the existing natural resources should be used optimally to help in the crisis of the 

country’s energy sources [17-20]. Therefore, alternative energy should be utilized optimally. 
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4 Conclusion 

Based on the research results and discussion, it can be concluded that there was a difference in 

the amount of voltage produced by the solid and liquid form of bilimbi fruit. The distance 

between molecules is smaller in the solid bilimbi than that of the liquid bilimbi so that the force 

of electricity produced is different.  
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